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Introduction
The report gives a detailed review of each question on this year's Unit 3 exam paper, with
examiners tips where appropriate. For each question, also included are exemple answers
that cover the range of responses given this year - these are accompanied by a commentary
from the examiner explaining how and where marks were allocated. We would suggest
centres use these to help highlight to candidates good exam practice.
This appeared to be an accessible paper, with a number of contemporary questions. It was
good to see many candidates using specific examples from global sports competitions such
as Euro 2012 and the London 2012 Olympics in their answers.
It is important that centres ensure that candidates are taught all areas of the specification.
There was some evidence that a number of candidates showed limited or no understanding
of topics such as heat exhaustion and performance profiling, yet these are clearly identified
in the specification.
It was noted that some candidates did not make the best use of the available writing
space within the question paper, and therefore need to use additional sheets of paper. If
candidates need to plan their responses it is not necessary for the plan to be submitted with
the question paper as only the response in the answer space will be considered.
Centres should also be aware that where extra sheets are used, these scripts cannot then
be processed through the Results Plus service; a very valuable feedback for both candidates
and centres. It would appear that in some centres all candidates had been encouraged to
use an extra sheet - often this just had name and candidate number on but had not been
used - these centres may want to consider the merits of missing out on the valuable, in
depth analysis Results Plus can give a centre and help in the preparation for future series of
examinations.
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Question 1
The majority of candidates were able to access some marks for this question. Carboloading was the most popular answer. Candidates were required to link the diet factor to
training and/or performance.

Examiner Comments

Outline requires candidates to list but also justify their
answer. Some candidates only listed their response and were
therefore not able to score higher marks.
This is a well presented answer that scores maximum 4 marks,
the candidate has covered Carbo-loading with a brief link to
energy needs, protein linked to growth and repair, Hydration
linked to performance and Bi-carbonate loading linked to
reducing fatigue.

Examiner Tip

Look at the exam command word - in this question
candidates are asked to outline four strategies - some
candidates lost marks as they simply listed bullet
points linked to diet e.g. carbo-loading with no link
training or performance needs.
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Question 2 (a)
This question requires candidates to answer the question in two parts - first to define the
term fatigue - examiners could award up to 2 marks for this and then to fully answer the
question candidates must go on to give at least three strategies that lead to a state of
fatigue.

Examiner Comments

Whilst most candidates could identify factors that lead to fatigue
few picked up marks on the definition.
There are 4 points listed but no definition so the response can
only score 3 out of 4.
3 marks were awarded for three factors
Depletion of fuels
Lack of oxygen
Lack of rest
However, build up of lactic acid is a factor but the maximum
mark has already been scored.

Examiner Tip

Candidates should look for 'and' in questions as this
identifies that there should be more than one part to
their answer. Candidate should also be familiar with
definitions.
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Question 2 (b)
The Central Governor theory now challenges some of the more traditional theories of
fatigue, it is a good example of a contemporary theory in sport and candidates do need
to be aware that sports science is dynamic and research and development is constantly
challenging thinking.

Examiner Comments

Candidates appeared to understand this concept and gave good
detailed answers often picking up maximum marks or struggled
to show an understanding of the question.
A maximum 4 marks awarded for this answer.
1 for brain controls in CG
1 for preservation strategy
1 for muscles control in traditional
1 for lactic acid in traditional
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Question 3
This question required candidates to make the link between use of pre-game rituals and
how they can aid performers achieving their optimal performance levels.

Examiner Comments

Many candidates used the terms anxiety/confidence/concentration/arousal/
motivation which were not always explained nor put in context. Only better
answers explained why many performers used pre-game routines to help
them maximise their potential.
A lot of answers simply listed a range psychological theories, and
contained imprecise terminology and slang, such as ‘pumped’ or ‘in the
zone’.
3 marks awarded for this answer:
1 mark for reducing anxiety
1 mark for increasing arousal
1 mark for checking equipment.

Examiner Tip

Explain will often require candidates to make a
link and state why such strategies are used.
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Question 4 (b)
The focus of this question is for candidates to explain the importance of heat adaptation too many simply described the effects of heat on the body.

Examiner Comments

Many used weather as an answer which was deemed to be too
vague.   The question required more specific answers such as heat,
humidity, wind.
This is a good answer that scored a maximum 4 marks - marks were
awarded for:
temperature,
wind,
playing surface,
indoors or outdoors.
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Question 4 (a)
A straight forward question with many candidates achieving maximum marks.

Examiner Comments

Candidates on the whole seemed to find this a difficult area to score maximum
marks. Some went on to talk about acclimatisation in too much detail and how
long they should do this for with irrelevant points about specific athletes. A number
mentioned sweat response but didn’t talk about the early onset of this. Only a
minimal number of candidates gained mark 2 and 3 regarding body temperature
rising.
3 marks were awarded for this answer.
Examiners gave a Benefit of Doubt mark (BOD) for the first point linked to
thermoregulation with a valid justification.
A second mark was awarded for point relating to blood less viscous point 8 on the
mark scheme.
A third mark was awarded for stop fatigue quickly- point 9 on mark scheme.The
candiates point 'stop heat exhaustion' is too vague with no mention of temperature
rising.
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Question 4 (c)
This questions links to 4b and required candidates to apply their knowledge of the use of
ergogenic aids. Many did manage to state enough examples to gain maximum marks.

Examiner Comments

Many candidates simply listed hypoxic chambers - which are
used to train in a simulated high altitude environment and not
heat and therefore was not accepted as a correct answer.
3 marks awarded 1 for ice vests                                       
1 benefit of doubt mark for clothing dissipating heat 1 for drink
linked with electroyltes

Examiner Tip

Suggest requires candidates to put forward applied
examples, a short statement helps justify their choice.
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Question 5
Again this is a question that requires candidates to answer in two parts- first explaining the
main characteristics and then suggesting adaptations.

Examiner Comments

Many candidates were unable to explain the basic characteristics
of SAQ training. They were not able to link the explosive, short
bursts and the changing direction nature of the training. Very
few candidates identified/discussed resisted or contrast training
as an SAQ method. Lots of candidates offered muscle
fibre alteration (type 1 to type 2) as an adaptation rather
than improvements in the recruitment of muscle fibres.
3 marks were awarded for this answer Characteristics - 1 mark
for changing direction quickly Adpatation 1 mark for increased
reaction time1 mark for increased fibre recruitment

Examiner Tip

In a question like this with two sections candidates are encouraged to use
headings to help give their answers structure e.g. for this question candidates
did use the headings - Characteristics and Adaptations and in many cases this
allowed them to score maximum marks as they got the correct number of
points down for each section of the question.
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Question 6 (a)
This should have been a straight forward question, but many candidates lost marks by not
being able to define the SMART principle. When marking responses '
Agreed' and 'Achievable' were accepted for 'A'.

Examiner Comments

Many candidates understood the SMART principle but struggled
with the necessary vocabulary to explain the SMART principle
without the repetition of the word being defined.
A lot of students used Tedium for the T.
2 marks were awarded for this response:
Specific - is too vague with no no expansion
Measurable has some expansion so 1 mark
Achieveable is vague
R is wrong
T again has some expansion so 1 mark
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Examiner Tip

Bullets can be used to help give
your answer more structure
and ensure all marks are
attempted - but most questions
will require further explanation
or justification. Also please
ensure that there is a clear
understanding of the SMART
principle.

This is an example of a candidate scoring maximum marks for this question.

Examiner Comments

Examiner Tip

The space below the lined section can be used for
planning if candidates want to check they will cover all
the requried points before beginning their response.
This is a well written answer that scored the maximum
5 marks, all areas of SMART are identified along with
detailed explanation of their use in setting goals.

The lead in to a question such as
this - gives the question a context
- candidates should read it a number of
times to ensure they fully understand
what the question is asking.
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Question 6 (b)
Candidates either clearly understood this term and scored well or appeared to have limited
knowledge of the concept.

Examiner Comments

Many candidates referred to their own planning in their
performance plan in Unit 4.
The mark breakdown is:
1 mark for identfying area to improve,
1 mark for intervention
1 mark for monitor change over time
1 benefit of the doubt mark - coach athlete relationship around
the comparing of performance profiling to prevent bias.
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Examiner Tip

Use the specification as a
checklist to check that lessons
have covered all the key concepts
identified in this unit.

Question 7
This questions requires candidates to explain the elite sports pathway in the USA.

Examiner Comments

A well answered question. Candidates showed
secure subject knowledge of this area and have
been well taught. Only a small percentage failed to
talk about ‘draft ‘and ’scholarships’. Most gained full
marks.
Maximum marks were awarded for this answer there were lots of points made.

Examiner Tip

Check that the question is referring to
elite sports pathways, many candidates
made too many points about the base
of the performance pyramid in the USA.

However please not answers regarding high
schools were marked as incorrect as they do not
offer scholarships.
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Question 8
This question examines candidates knowledge of the different elite sports systems as
identified in the specification (USA, East Germany and Australia), but also allows them to
use information they will have researched for their international study in Unit 4.
There is ample room for candidate to plan their answer to the extended question and we
would encourage all to do this.
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Examiner Comments

On the whole candidates had secure knowledge on elite support systems (East
Germany / Australia / USA the most popular). Weaker candidates just described and
listed basic points for each system. Where candidates secured higher marks they
showed more detail and compared / contrasted the support systems. On the whole
students knew the difference between centralised / decentralised.
This example scores maximum marks.  There is an overview of 4 different systems
- with some attempt at comparison/analysis. There is an accurate description of the
systems. The last paragraph gives some analysis about the countries and compares.
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This answer scores in the lower mark band.
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Examiner Comments

Where a question asks to compare systems, we suggest that
candidates consider at least two different sports systems.
There is description of the systems but there is no compare or
debate.
There are brief descriptions of East German and Australian
sports systems.
The response does cover two different sports systems - though
very similar and make brief reference to a 3rd in the last
paragraph.
A partial development of the point and some inaccuracies e.g.
number of coaches
Answer scored 9 marks

Examiner Tip

Discuss requires candidates to look for both positive
and negative points.
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Question 9
This question has an obvious link to the forthcoming London 2012 games, though examiners
did also give credit if candidates used other examples. The better answers were balanced
in covering both advantages and disadvantages. Weaker answers tended to focus on the
advantages.
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Examiner Comments

Candidates described positive and negatives of home advantage well. A large
proportion talked about pressure for weakness and discussed the different
psychological theories showing good subject knowledge. Some did not read
the question correctly and rushed into irrelevant points on preparation such as
altitude training and the physiological effects without seeing ‘home’.  
Marks were awarded because:
There is a superficial attempt at looking at both sides - but limited in points
made - 1 example given - Canadian cycling team???
The answer lacks depth.

Examiner Tip

Where a questions asks for advantages and
disadvantages, candidates need to consider a balance
in the number of points they make and try to match
both sides.
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This is a question which scores in the higher bands.
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Examiner Comments

This answer as more balance in the way the candidate has
developed both positive and negative impacts.
The candidates runs out of steam a little at the end - but overall
makes a good attempt. There is a good balance of positive and
negative impacts and good use of technical terms and examples
to back up and justrify the points the candidates uses.  

Examiner Tip

Candidates should make the best use of the available
writing space. If two pages are given the examiner is
looking for an indepth response.
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Paper Summary
The performance seen this series was very good, and candidates should be proud of what
they have achieved.
Centres are reminded that:
questions will always attempt to reflect the contemporary issues in sport.
and that candidates should be encouraged to use examples from global sports competitions.
the specification is the key document when preparing candidates for the final examination.
questions will only focus on the key terms and concepts identified in the specification.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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